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Diversity is indeed wonderful and precious wealth of Nations, behind the diversity contained differences both views, thoughts that can cause conflict is great in it. Diversity is reflected also in the State Islamic University (UIN) Maulana Malik Ibrahim was unfortunate that there were various groups within each organization upholding the terms and differences in view of interacting. It is not uncommon to give rise to problems, including disputes between students as a member of the student organizations including members of other organizations. In this case appears in the form of ethnocentrism group of antagonism, which students have confidence and understand that her group as the number one campus and surroundings considered low in other organizations. Various ways have been made to solve the problem. One of the ways to solve these problems in order to reduce disputes that by growing religious and moral tolerance.

See problems over then necessary a study which aims to know influence etnosentrisme student organisations extra campus, moral religious, education background against tolerance student UIN Maliki Malang. This research her to take samples with clusters of random sampling techniques 300 college students UIN Maliki Malang on 3 faculty, faculty of syariah, science, and psychology. Collecting data was done using a technique kuisioner namely by giving the scale of moral religious, generalized ethnocentrism " scale doubles " and tolerance for disagreement adopted from neulip & McCroskey (1997) and Jason Teven (1998) that has been adjusted for a student uin maliki unfortunate by the number of 22 items moral religious with reliability σ = 0.858 and 24 items to scale tolerance for disagreement with reliability σ = 0.701 as well as scales generalized ethnocentrism " scale doubles " there are 21 item with reliability σ = 0.873 then will be an analysis using a technique of regression and anova through the program spss 17 for windows.

Based on the research results obtained on factors that laissez-faire has value ethnocentrism with t =-3.361 and sig (p) = 0.001 where p < 0.01, on moral and religious tolerance with t = 3.713 and sig (p) = 0000 where p < 0.01 and educational background with t = tolerance-1342 and sig (p) = 0.181 where p > 0.01 with a difference value of at each educational background i.e. religion, 15-13 social and exact sciences. So it can be concluded that tolerance is affected by the ethnocentrism, which can be a low tolerance in high ethnocentrism. And also religious morals can be memepengaruhi but in a positive tolerance meaning if religious moral is high then the tolerance is also high and educational background have no effect against the toleration of differences, however there is a tendency for each educational background.